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oppression of draconic tyranny. Win or lose, things will never be the
same again. • The second of two adventures in the Tyranny of Dragons™
story arc, The Rise of Tiamat provides everything a Dungeon Master
needs to create an exciting and memorable adventure experience. • Fans
of the Dungeons & Dragons® Roleplaying Game can get a sample of
what this product has in store for them through the D&D Encounters™
in-store play program. • Adventure design and development by Kobold
Press.
The Demonplague - Johnn Four 2019-11-26
Sandbox Meets Hexcrawl Meets Epic Storyline. Every millennium, a
terrible evil trapped in the heart of the Luna Valley awakens to wipe
civilization out -- and the last awakening happened 1,000 years ago....
This time, if the heroes don't stop the evil, more than just the Luna Valley
will die. Welcome to The Demonplague, a rocking campaign that will take
your players on a wild adventure rife with intrigue, secrets, and grim
sword and sorcery action.With equal parts classic adventure, sandbox,
hexcrawl, and old-fashioned dungeon crawl, The Demonplague lets you
GM with little prep and at the same time offers your players total
freedom and choice. Designed For Game MastersNew GMs benefit from
a classic linear structure that gradually leads them into the campaign's
other styles. The Demonplague adventure comes in four parts, all of
which you will get today for a complete campaign experience. Part I: The
Frozen Necromancer Part II: The Winter Druid's Legacy Part III: Icefall
Part IV: Xancrown's Prison Features A full-length 371 page D&D 5E
campaign that takes characters from 1st to 20th level The self-contained
Luna Valley setting lets you drop this campaign into any fantasy world
without a hitch 21 diabolical new monsters for 5E including new undead
and demonic foes 27 new NPCs with complete write-ups for excellent
roleplay A fully-stocked village brimming with intrigue Over a dozen
dungeon and adventuring sites Two PDF versions included: 2-column for
print and 1-column PDF for easier tablet and phone use* PDFs are fully
bookmarked and searchable The Story A classic linear adventure core
story arc with village intrigue, wilderness exploration, and dungeon
mission play A sandbox stage when PCs are tough enough to brave the
post-apocalyptic wilderness, letting them choose when and how to
engage in story milestones A hexcrawl portion where you can
dynamically generate the contents of any hex, letting players roam freely
throughout the valley and make amazing discoveries A mega-dungeon
finale with an exciting balance of roleplaying and action A player-driven
narrative that puts tough choices in front of their characters to
determine the direction and outcome of adventures Get the
Demonplague today and run an unforgettable campaign for your friends!
Special Edition Dungeon Master's Guide
- Monte Cook 2005-10-01
A deluxe, leather-bound version of the essential tool every D&D Dungeon
Master needs. The follow-up to the special edition Player’s Handbook™
released in 2004 for the 30th anniversary of D&D, this special release of
the Dungeon Master’s Guide™ features an embossed, leather-bound
cover and premium, gilt-edged paper.
CANDLEKEEP MYSTERIES (ALTERNATE COVER) - 2021

Monster Manual II - Ed Bonny 2002
This indispensable supplement contains information on nearly 200 new
monstersfor any D&D game. It provides descriptions for a vast array of
new creatures, with an emphasis on higher-level creatures to provide
experienced gamers withtougher foes to overcome. (Gamebooks)
Player's Guide to Eberron - James Wyatt 2006-01
Describes important locations, events, organizations, races, and features
of the Eberron campaign setting, organized in an accessible and easily
digestible format so that players can use the book as a handy reference
guide. In addition, the book providesnew feats, prestige classes, spells,
and magic items.
Monster Manual IV - Gwendolyn F. M. Kestrel 2006
Suitable for any Dungeons & Dragons( game, this indispensable resource
contains information about new monsters, each one illustrated and
accompanied by a new stat block.
Legendary Ninjas - Mia Yoshida 2020-09-14
From the Shadows! Legendary Ninjas is the latest volume in our series of
class-focused player supplements, this time focusing on the stealthiest
and most mysterious of classes; the silent warriors known as ninjas. This
new alternative class introduced in Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
Ultimate Combat was designed to be a new and unique look at the rogue
class as seen from another culture, drawing on the myth and fantasy of
the ninja. This book is intended not only to allow players to take a new
look at the ninja, but to examine the class in an entirely new fashion,
granting the ninja class features that stray from normal classes.
Legendary Ninjas seek to not only grant new ninja tricks but also alter
the way in which ninjas operate in games which includes their own
unique form of spellcasting. With archetypes such as the split soul
granting the ninja the ability to split into alternative clones of themselves
and blackheart beguilers forcing opponents to no longer believe their
own eyes. Shikigami callers allow ninja to draw strength from wise
guardian spirits while yokai scions gain the power to tap into their
forgotten oni heritage. Grab this fantastic 42-page Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game class expansion and Make Your Game Legendary!
The Worldbuilder's Journal of Legendary Adventures
- Official Dungeons
& Dragons Licensed 2020-05-12
An official Dungeons & Dragons journal featuring 365 writing prompts to
help role-players of all levels get their creative juices flowing. Building
something from scratch is exciting, but it can also be a challenge. Within
this journal lie 365 prompts to help you start your journey. Every page
will steer you to strengthening the details of your world, whether you're
playing within the vast Dungeons & Dragons cosmos or creating a
landscape of your own design. You'll encounter insightful questions that
encourage you to delve deep into the backstories of your characters and
their enemies, and what drives them to a life of adventure. You'll also see
prompts that reference D&D myths and legends, some familiar and
others more obscure. Answer them as best you can or let them be the
spark that starts your journey into the endless realms of D&D lore. Above
all, this guided journal, like D&D itself, is driven by your imagination.
There are no wrong answers, paths, or rolls here (though once the game
begins there are no guarantees). Nor do you need to be a master
storyteller, writer, or artist. You just need to aspire to create and have
the courage to build something you may have never before imagined.
Legacy of the Crystal Shard - R. A. Salvatore 2013

Midgard Worldbook for 5th Edition - Wolfgang Baur 2021-06-22
The world of Midgard is a dark land filled with deep magic. It is an age of
war, where dark things stir and omens are dire. This complete campaign
setting, fully updated and expanded for use with the 5th Edition of the
world's first roleplaying game, provides gamemasters everything needed
to send their players on adventures where heroes must stand against the
dark, driving it back with spell, steel, and cunning!
Mini-Dungeon Tome (5th Edition) - Jonathan G. Nelson 2018-07-20
Over 130 adventures for 5th Edition! From the depths of the darkest
dungeons to primal dangers of the untamed wilderness, this tome binds
ancient mysteries, forgotten lore, and the allure of epic quests.
Adventurers will explore realms unknown, face deadly foes, and discover
tantalizing treasures and magnificent artifacts. AAW Games brings you

The Rise of Tiamat - Wizards RPG Team 2014-11-04
Avert the Cataclysmic Return of Tiamat in this Adventure for the World’s
Greatest Roleplaying Game The Cult of the Dragon leads the charge in
an unholy crusade to bring Tiamat back to the Realms, and the situation
grows more perilous for good people with each passing moment. The
battle becomes increasingly political as opportunities to gather allies and
gain advantage present themselves. From Waterdeep to the Sea of
Moving Ice to Thay, it is a race against Evil. Succeed or succumb to the
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this massive collection of more than 130 complete and ready-to-run
scenarios designed especially for discerning Game Masters who want
exciting adventures and need them now. Begin the next chapter of your
campaign with the turn of a page!Themed and organized for
convenience, the Mini-Dungeon Tome provides setting-neutral fantasy
adventures suitable for every party level and size. With all reference
material included in a convenient index, this single book holds everything
you need for years of adventuring. Offering contributions from all-star
authors and game designers, Mini-Dungeon Tome is the book you have
been searching for. Always have a new adventure at the ready and test
the mettle of even the most experienced players!
Tome of Horrors 5e - Edwin Nagy 2019-12
Now for 5th Edition! Frog God Games unleashes the next iteration of its
iconic Tome of Horrors series for 5th Edition. Hordes of sinister
adversaries, restless dead, and other horrific monstrosities to gleefully
challenge your players' expectations. Bursting with hundreds of
creatures, new additions as well as converted classics, in a library-bound
and stitched full color volume, the next Tome of Horrors will be a must
have for your 5th edition campaign. Everybody needs more monsters.
The Tome of Horrors for Fifth Edition includes a selection of creatures
from earlier volumes as a kick off for an entire series of fifth edition
books.
Monster Manual III - Wizards of the Coast, Inc 2004
Describes the characteristics and attributes of a variety of monsters,
zombies, demons, giants, werewolves, animals, and aliens for use in the
Dungeons and Dragons game.
Planet Apocalypse For 5e - Sandy Petersen 2020-11-03

Dungeons & Dragons: Infernal Tides - Jim Zub 2021-02-17
A new D&D® campaign begins as the odyssey following the Baldur's
Gate heroes continues in this graphic novel adventure! Minsc and his
friends are caught in the middle of devil-tainted corruption that has
taken hold of Baldur's Gate. Unravelling the secret of its source will take
our heroes to unexpected places and threaten the sanctity of their very
souls. Even if they survive this perilous journey, there will be hell to pay!
Spell Compendium - Wizards RPG Team 2013
Lists and describes over one thousand spells in the Dungeons & Dragons
game, including spell lists and additional cleric domains.
Dungeon Master's Guide- Wizards of the Coast 2012
Offers tips, advice, and strategies for mastering the game, Dungeons and
Dragons.
A textbook of organic chemistry : (for B.Sc. students)
- Arun Bahl 1997
Tome of Beasts - Wolfgang Baur 2016-09-13
Dungeons and Dragons - Gary Gygax 2021
Live to Tell the Tale - Keith Ammann 2020-07-07
From the author of The Monsters Know What They’re Doing comes an
introduction to combat tactics for Dungeons & Dragons players. In his
first book, The Monsters Know What They’re Doing (based on his popular
blog), Keith Ammann unleashed upon the D&D world a wave of clever,
highly evolved monster tactics. Now it’s only fair that he gives players
the tools they need to fight back…and prevail! An introduction to combat
tactics for fifth-edition Dungeons & Dragons players, Live to Tell the Tale
evens the score. It examines the fundamentals of D&D battles: combat
roles, party composition, attacking combos, advantage and disadvantage,
Stealth and Perception, and more…including the ever-important
consideration of how to run away! Don’t worry about creating a
mathematically perfect character from square one. Survival isn’t about
stats—it’s about behavior! With four turn-by-turn, roll-by-roll, blow-byblow sample battles, Live to Tell the Tale breaks down how to make the
best choices for your cherished characters so that they can survive their
adventures, retire upon their accumulated riches, and tell stories about
the old days that nobody will ever believe.
Player's Handbook II - David Noonan 2006-05
This follow-up to the "Player's Handbook" is designed to aid players and
provide more character options.
Forgotten Realms Players Guide - Rob Heinsoo 2008
The complete guide for building Forgotten Realms characters. This guide
presents this changed world from the point of view of the adventurers
exploring it. This product includes everything a player needs to create
his character for a D&D campaign in the Forgotten Realms setting.
Darkvision - Bruce R. Cordell 2006
Haunted by dark visions and driven by desire, Ususi defies her people
and flees alone into the outside world, where she tracks down the
ancient relics that had brought both pain and prosperity to her people,
but her mission is complicated by an old adversary. Original.
Lore of Aetherra
- Jessy Ribordy 2021-10

Dungeon Masters - Wizards Rpg Team 2010-10-19
Awesome tools, rules, and adventure content for every Dungeon Master.
If you're a Dungeons & Dragons player interested in taking on the role of
the Dungeon Master, or if you're an experienced DM looking for more
game advice, tools, and adventure content, the Dungeon Master's Kit™
has exactly what you need to build your own Dungeons & Dragons
campaign and excite the imaginations of you and your players. This
deluxe box contains rules and advice to help Dungeon Masters run
games for adventurers of levels 1–30. It also includes useful DM tools
such as a Dungeon Master's screen (with tables and rules printed on the
inside), die-cut terrain tiles and monster tokens, and fold-out battle
maps. Game components: • 96-page book of rules and advice for
Dungeon Masters • 32-page monster book • Two 32-page adventures • 3
sheets of die-cut monster tokens • 2 double-sided battle maps • Fold-out
Dungeon Master's screen
Dungeons and Dragons Player's Handbook
- Wizards of the Coast, Inc
2000
This handbook contains complete rules for the third edition D&D game.
Featuring a 16-page adventure, it is an essential purchase for anyone
who wants to play the newest version of the quintessential role-playing
game.
Tome of Magic - Matthew Sernett 2006
The Tome of Magic supplement presents three new kinds of magic that
you can integrate easily into any Dungeons & Dragons campaign. These
magic "subsystems" function alongside the existing D&D magic system
and offer new game mechanics, character options, a
Dragon Compendium - Mike McArtor 2006-10-01
For three decades, Dragon magazine has been the official monthly
resource for Dungeons & Dragons players. Many monster, classes and
even campaign settings that have gone on to define the modern game
first appeared in Dragon's pages, and a history of the magazine is a
history of the game itself. The Dragon Compendium collects the most
popular classic articles from throughout Dragon magazine's proud
history, all updated to the current edition of the D&D rules. Selected
with the input of current and former editors and D&D fans across the
world, the articles in this 256-page volume are proven favorites-material
you will want to reference again and again. From new DBD publisher
Paizo Publishing!
VAN RICHTEN'S GUIDE TO RAVENLOFT (ALTERNATE COVER) - 2021

Roleplaying Games in the Digital Age - Stephanie Hedge 2021-02-22
The Digital Age has created massive technological and disciplinary shifts
in tabletop role-playing, increasing the appreciation of games like
Dungeons & Dragons. Millions tune in to watch and listen to RPG players
on podcasts and streaming platforms, while virtual tabletops connect
online players. Such shifts elicit new scholarly perspectives. This
collection includes essays on the transmedia ecology that has connected
analog with digital and audio spaces. Essays explore the boundaries of
virtual tabletops and how users engage with a variety of technology to
further role-playing. Authors map the growing diversity of the TRPG
fandom and detail how players interact with RPG-related podcasts.
Interviewed are content creators like Griffin McElroy of The Adventure
Zone podcast, Roll20 co-creator Nolan T. Jones, board game designers
Nikki Valens and Isaac Childres and fan artists Tracey Alvarez and Alex
Schiltz. These essays and interviews expand the academic perspective to
reflect the future of role-playing.
Advanced Dungeons & Dragons, Players Handbook - Gary Gygax
1978
Presents an introduction to Dungeons and Dragons with information on
the rules, characters, weapons and gear, and game etiquette.
Prepared! - Jon Sawatsky 2016
As you approach the time of your next gaming session, you might find
that you're stumped for ideas of what scenario to run and want some

Monster Manual 3 - Mike Mearls 2010
This core rulebook introduces an innovative monster stat block format,
that makes running monsters easier for the Dungeon Master, and
presents a horde of iconic monsters that fit into any campaign.
Ghosts of Dragonspear Castle
- 2013
Dungeons and Dragons RPG: Xanathar's Guide to Everything - 2008
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inspiration. Or erhaps you and your friends decide to start an impromptu
game session and need to set up something quickly. Maybe your GM has
to drop out of the session for some reason, but you all still wish to game.
Whatever the reason, you can, with only a little effort, prepare yourself
for a quick 5th edition session by reading one of the engaging scenarios
provided within this book. Dimensional improbabilities, juggernauts,
haunted celbrations, and more await you, along with suggestions of
where to take the story next.
The Book of Holding - Official Dungeons & Dragons Licensed
2020-08-04
This officially licensed keepsake journal, lavishly designed with magnetic
enclosure and a back pocket, is a must-have for Dungeons & Dragons
fans of all levels and ages. Trust this multipurpose journal to stow all
your ideas, notes, and to-dos. Highly customizable with five pieces of
stunning full-color artwork, The Book of Holding is ideal for capturing
character sketches, formulating campaigns, or organizing your everyday
thoughts. Whether you're a die-hard dungeon master preparing for your
next game session or a part-time player wanting to represent your
favorite RPG, this journal is the ultimate companion to your quest.
Book of Fiends 5E - Robert J. Schwalb 2020-01-28
Devils, demons, and daemons--these are the ultimate servants of evil.
Learn all their foul secrets in the Book of the Fiends, the definitive Fifth
Edition sourcebook on these fell creatures. This tome presents over 130
of horrific fiends hailing from Hell, the Abyss, and Gehenna, with

Challenge Ratings ranging from 0 to 31. The original edition of the Book
of Fiends was one of the most critically acclaimed books of the d20 era.
Now Dungeons & Dragons designer Robert J. Schwalb has reimaged all
the creatures, character options, and more for Fifth Edition. It builds on
the information found in the core rulebooks, expanding and revealing all
you could ever want to know about these evil planes and their
inhabitants. The Book of Fiends provides profoundly wicked foes your
players will never forget.
Creature Codex- Wolfgang Baur 2018-10
A Rampage of New 5th Edition Monsters! DM: "A mysterious figure in a
cloak approaches you in the tavern..." PALADIN: "Aha! This must be a
wizard with a map to a dungeon!" DM: "...and he's ticking." ROGUE:
"RUN!" Whether you need scuttling dungeon denizens, alien horrors, or
sentient avatars of the World Tree, the Creature Codex has you covered!
Nearly 400 new foes for your 5e game--everything from acid ants and
grave behemoths to void giants and zombie lords. Creature Codex
includes: * A dozen new demons, and five new angels * Wasteland
dragons and dinosaurs * All-new golems, including the altar flame golem,
doom golem, and keg golem * Monsters inspired by Mesoamerican,
Hindustani, and Asian legends and folklore * Chieftains and other leaders
for ratfolk, centaurs, goblins, trollkin, and more * New undead, including
a heirophant lich suitable for lower-level characters (but plenty tough!)
...and much more! Use them in your favorite published setting, or
populate the dungeons in a world of your own creation. Pick up Creature
Codex and surprise your players with monsters they won't be expecting!
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